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Asphalt 8: Airborne continues the famous series of games on Android. The new part of the gamer has reworked physics, tight graphics and the opportunity to participate in online racing. The previous game gained its popularity due to excellent gameplay, high quality graphics and amazing music. In the eighth of these
components brought to a fundamentally new level, they have become even better. However, there are negative moments, but later about them. Now, the application showed various springboards, which gives the rider the ability to perform stunts in flight. Therefore, before flying, you can start walking, as a result of which
the car will turn into the air. On curved jumps the car will make a barrel. As you can see, in Asphalt 8: Airborne, developers have gone well by realism. Management hasn't changed, as before, you have the right to choose keys, accelerometer, display steering wheel and some other control options. Cars in the application
are licensed, almost all are the most common racing cars. The game is happy with its interactivity - your vehicle can break. More than fifty types of tracks are built based on nine locations, which become larger and add more branches. We now mention two main shortcomings. The first is the imbalance of the single-player
campaign. It was possible to cope without additional purchases in the last part of the game, now it is extremely difficult to do. Opponents have more powerful engines and drive quite fast. Developers are clearly pushing the gamer to donate or score points in multiplayer races. The second negative feature is weak
optimization. Even on top devices, the application slows down considerably while demonstrating a low FPS value. However, with the release of several updates, the last drawback was corrected. Still, Asphalt 8: Airborne became a worthy continuation of the famous game series. Page 2 Asphalt 7: Heat - Driving Race for
Android from the company Gameloft, which gave us such hits as Gangstar Vegas. The seventh edition stands out from its predecessors and other racing games great graphics and you have a large fleet of cars of popular brands. The gameplay in the new version is a more interesting and diverse one. All tracks are
scattered across fifteen cities, and each of them unlike exactly any other. During the race, often weather conditions change, which gives the game a dose of realism. Asphalt 7: Summer are several modes, with careers and multiplayer the greatest interest. In the first mode, the user will have to go the hard way from rider-
amateur to real pros. Developers have created about 150 tests and 15 tournaments, for which performance is calculated in an in-game currency. On earned money you can buy new cars and improve them all kinds. One of the online battles got to appreciate multiplayer mode where you can compete against players from
all over the world. Quick Race is another way, where the user can choose the best car and desired track, and just enjoy the game. There are four options for control in this race: gyroscope, steering wheel and pedals, touch-sensitive buttons and combos. The visual part of the game is satisfying, as proven for triffles. Fans
will enjoy the new soundtrack drive under great music. Asphalt 7: Summer is a worthy sequel to cult arcade racing games. Updated graphics, a host of gorgeous trails and well thought story will delight not only the chain and the committed fans of the new players that are just starting to take an interest in this genre.
GameLoft is famous for a variety of games produced for mobile platforms. The 8th version of the classic racing game series on this phone leaves a lot of impression on the players. Modded Asphalt 8: Airborne wants to renew and still entertain gameloft-loving arcade racing player. Given the success of the last two
chapters and in-app purchases, the goals are not simple. It seems that the French manufacturer has worked very well this time. The new title is classic, but the player is able to entertain again, despite the many additional purchases within the application. Classic is the simplest racing mode. It consists of 6 or 8 cars
participating in the two-round race and the winner will win three stars. The other two stars are to complete other small tasks such as turning, crashing the opponent's car, or the right run. This game mode is exciting and highly competitive. Racers will race several rounds continuously. And after each round, a countdown
timer will appear on the playing screen. After the clock reaches zero, the person living in the last place will be removed. So on until only the last survivor will be the winner. With this mode, fight with another player, drop them down with powerful jabs, or tap opponents who damage their vehicle. For each successful failure
of the rival vehicle, you will be counted once. And within a specified period, the driver with the most knockdowns will be the winner. For experienced players or those passionate about top speed, there is no need to explain the meaning of the word drift. But with Asphalt 8: Airborne, more importantly how to successfully
drift through the gates and get enough points through the cards. Because every time you drift, you have a collision with another vehicle or with a barrier. The car will immediately return to normal running mode. But if you're requesting drifting for long distances, it will be reset quickly, and you have to start on. In addition to
the three traditional racing modes, classic, knockdown and elimination in this version, Gameloft has added an additional element, namely the racing mode called This is the first and most noticeable attraction of Asphalt 8: Airborne.In this mode, players in the final position in the race will have a certain duration before
being infected with the virus and exploding. Virus infection can spread directly from contact to the opponent. This means that even if you are not infected with the last, there is a possibility that other vehicles may have been touched and affected. After a period of virus infection, your car will explode and become normal.
However, one advantage is that the speed of your vehicle will be much higher than normal when infected with the virus. The Play Games component is entertaining and makes the game more complex, comprehensive, social and fun. Challenge your friends to improve your skills. In particular, constant notifications,
challenge requests, last-minute contests, and last-door matches will fascinate and have fun playing. Thanks to cloud support, the data will be synchronized on all your smartphones and tablets. Most players experience the game on S4 and then switch to Nexus 7 to find everything completely smooth. Thanks to the
excellent management of the Play Games component and cloud support, Asphalt 8 Moded: Airborne offers attractive local multiplayer components for challenges among friends and family members. Racing game style has long established a strong foothold in the gaming world. Current speed games are constantly
catching up with the world trend when it is limited to pc or console area. Still, they have expanded to mobile and achieved specific achievements. However, there are still some points that make this style a big challenge for publishers. Most of the difficulty lies in the need that beautiful graphics are always the highest
requirement when experiencing racing games. And asphalt 8 has solved this problem very well. The graphics in Asphalt 8 are awesome. The effect of collision, fire or interaction with objects on the street is impeccable. The landscape in the racetrack is eye-catching, not to mention the weather impact shown in its
graphics. For example, when it rains, your screen will see streaks of water, making you look out of the actual car window. You will immerse yourself in the intense race that brings the game. The car model' shaping is also very shiny, impressive with the caution and authenticity that it brings. The price is not low. Play and
train all day to collect innovative models. In addition to graphics, one of the most important things to create gorgeous racing games is the gameplay of Asphalt 8. Graphic roads have been carefully designed. There are many turns and dozens of interactive things along the way. AI is also competitive when pressuring
players at consecutive beginnings, unlike other sports with a more comfortable opening. You can take advantage of the made giants Drive your phone, create a sense of authenticity, and being very accessible to the player. It is easy to make homemade steering wheel with this feature. The game also reduces clutter on
the console. It uses the left touch to brake, while the right contact is used to speed up the nitro. We can recharge nitro in many fundamental ways, such as collecting nitro tanks on the road, demonstrating efficient drift wheels, or spectacular aerobatics. There is a devious way, which is destroying some cars along the
way. If you think AI isn't challenging enough, try your skills with online racing with season system year-round. You can try racing to compete with other gamers to bring back a wealth of bonuses and exciting gifts and use it to renew your car model. There are no anti-novice in this function, so beware of terrible failures. The
roads of this version also become more complex but attractive. A destination with 5-7 paths should avoid complex obstacles on the road and analyze itself as a neat way to win. This is difficult because you have to fail several times before handling it while maintaining constant motion. If you make a wrong turn, you'll fall to
the bottom of the board no matter how good you are. But he's not done yet. You still have to demonstrate some small challenges that asphalt sets in 8 runs each. It could be a turn from an opponent on the air or road. The most important advantage is that you can play the game comfortably without any matter whether it
consumes energy or something in the game. It's no longer easy to understand that gamers have gradually become accustomed to additional purchases on mobile games, especially when a game with such beautiful graphics. Gameloft proved to be very generous while running for comfort. This unlimited pro is fantastic. If
there's a minus point, it's probably the awesome battery drain that this game affects. With only 20 minutes of play, the phone has shown signs of heating. Battery capacity has dropped quickly. To load all these beautiful graphics, the device's resources must be much more efficient and efficient. Asphalt Nitro and Asphalt
9: Legends are part of Gameloft's alternative business plan, which aims to achieve mobile platform games. They develop their game to be extremely user-friendly which is easily downloaded, even in dynamics. Users will browse the list and match what suits them best. With only simple steps and with a few megabytes
they have a complete game available for in-app purchases, energy systems or continuous data connections. Overall, Asphalt 8 is a perfect game for speed enthusiasts. With an extensive history of development, the game increases the top level of entertainment after stressful working hours that should be on your phone.
Phone.
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